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2Q 2020 roadmap update
2021 roadmap looks
decent, but short term it’s
still a bumpy road
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Is the ground firm?

Major regional stock markets

Stock markets in June 2020 are just a bit
lower compared to the levels before the
Corona virus created the deepest and
fastest recession ever seen.
So stocks are saying things will get back to
normal sooner than many economist and
business forecasters think. Time will show
who is right. There’s one previous
occasion, but it’s long time ago and it’s
relevance to 2020 is only stock market
related; the London stock market started
to rise in July 1940 after Dunkirk, but
before Battle of Britain. And it just
continued it’s climb for the next 4 years
Hard to predict they way forward in 2020,
but there’s trillions of dollars and euro’s on
the sideline getting no return in deposits
and bonds. That capital will likely enter the
stock markets unless bond yields
unexpectedly rise to above 2.0% in USA
and 0.5% in Europe
However, to continue the current rise
stocks need better economic fuel. And if
there’s any major delays in activity
improvement will be punished with 5-10%
declines on very short notice.
So, the ground is not 100% firm but it’s
getting there with anti-Corona discipline
and a vaccine in 2021
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Message from markets
Single stock, regional and sector
movements in 2020 tell an amazing story;
Energy and financial companies have been
left in the dust, while companies that
enable work from home and healthcare
have performed well.

In US there’s 54 companies valued above 12 billion $ each and trading at
least at 10 times revenue (end June 2020 data)
In order to justify such a price tag each company must grow earnings at
above 25% per year over the next 10 years. It can be done but it would the
first time such a big group makes it at the same time

CEO of Microsoft put it very clear; the
Covid-19 situation have accelerated the
digital transformation. What would have
taken years to accomplish has been
implemented in a few months .
The chart to the right shows market
capitalization gains above 1 billion USD in
2020. Markets in general are down, but
companies that made the wheel continue
to roll made massive increase in valuation.
Top of the mountain is Amazon, that
turned out to have essential infrastructure
for USA in a lock-down economy.
The longer term implied message from the
market is however more of an challenge;
in order to justify current levels companies
need to grow sales and earnings much
faster and in greater quantity than in the
past
Markets says ‘great times ahead’. The
rationalist keeps a bit of dry power on the
sideline
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Rationality in stocks
2020 stock market performance will go
into history books as one of the most
volatile and bizarre moves. Given the
unprecedented recession due to lockdown the stock markets tells a completely
different story. Or does it?
In USA sports betting and gambling closed
and left millions at home with few
gambling opportunities. The Corona cash
transfer of up to 1.200$ for all adults
provided some with capital that was
directed into the markets by new
commentators such as Dave Portnoy.
Professional investors also flocked to
stocks as cash/bond yields didn’t give any
return.

Demand

Supply

Supply of stocks
changes very little in the
shorter term

Price 2
Price 1
Demand is driven by net
savings, perceptions of risk
and opportunity. And by
animal spirits (FOMO)

Quantity
Barstool Sports founder, Dave Portnoy, leads army of new traders

There’s still trillions of $ on the sidelines
but as stock prices have increased the
long-term value of assets and future cash
flows expected returns are now closer to
normal (i.e. 4-7% annual return)
Short term changes in demand and supply
have a significant impact on stock prices
and supply is stagnant. The flush of new
capital and the rapid upward move is
hence completely rational, but further
upward move, which reduce the expected
forward returns would be irrational below
4% Roadmap
expected returns
2020 2Q update
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Cash on the sidelines

Surplus cash in Danish banks in millions DKK

Individuals, companies and organizations
are piling cash to levels that have never
been seen before.
It’s understandable to have some dry
powder for a rainy day, but the levels of
cash hoarding in a world with negative real
interest rates seems amazing. The cash will
sooner or later leave the accounts for
consumption or investment.
And related to the previous slide a major
move of capital towards stocks could have
significant impact on prices.
As mentioned in previous updates markets
are accustomed to valuing stocks for a 68% earnings yield plus growth and
dividends.

Source: Nationalbanken

2.000.000.000.000 $ has moved into money market funds

There’s a possibility of a major ‘melt-up’ as
savers of all kinds decide that 4-5%
earnings yield is fine when bond yields are
below 2% and hence bid stock prices up.
A move to 4.5% earnings yield would
create a 40-50% upward move on the
world stock markets
But would it be sustainable?
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The fundamental anchor

News flow, perceptions, estimate changes,
valuation and economic pace go into the
soup that set the daily overall price level
for stocks.
In periods such as 2Q 2020 it can be a
challenge to see the anchor of long term
stock pricing i.e. earnings as they have
literally vaporated
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It is however the earnings and the
earnings roadmap that form the pricing as
illustrated to the right.
When we started 2020 the expectations
where for EPS of 176, 195 and 210 for
2020-22 period. The Covid-19 has taken it
down to 125, 164 and 185.
However, even on a lower earnings
trajectory the return profile towards
2023-24 looks attractive at 6% return per
year incl dividends.
The 2Q 2020 will most likely only provide
little comfort, but the updates will show if
the current forward estimates are valid
and can be used as anchors for the
thenext chapter in financial markets
history
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The great innovation
leap
A major upward move would put pressure
of the forward earnings growth rates as
illustrated in the comment with the 54 US
companies that must grow earnings more
than 25% per year for the next 10 years.

The 2020s looks to be the decade where
digitalization is applied into everyday life
and it lifts productivity massively.
This is what AC Vision Fund focus on.
The backside of the coin is all the
traditional assets that in may cases will be
stranded. Office buildings, shopping malls,
fossil fuel infrastructure will gradually
start to be perceived as ‘not needed’ in
2050
No-one knows the future but one have to
imagine it to have some kind of vision for
the road ahead
Enjoy the ride
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Impact of innovation on productivity

There little doubt we’re in period of rapid
innovation. Good quality video
conferences on a laptop was not part of
life in 2010. In 2020 it is and in 2030 a
holographic communication system will
make the experience even more ‘real’.
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Key investment view towards 2030
Economic pace in 2010s have been highly dependent on fiscal and monetary stimulus provided in the
aftermath of the 2008 crisis. The stimulus have however created imbalances such as government debts.
This will probably continue even as it gets beyond sustainable in some countries
Global economic growth has been declining from 6% in 1960s to around 3% in late 2010s. Productivity and
population growth points towards lower economic growth in the coming decades. The underlying growth
in global affluence will however continue and with Emerging Markets in lead as those economies grow
double the speed of developed markets
There’s nothing wrong with modest GDP growth, but many investors have been accustomed to 8% annual
earnings growth, while the realistic forward growth is more likely to be around 4-5%. Dividends of 2%
comes on top. Annual swings are likely to remain in the 15-20% interval, so the occasional declines will
continue
In an investment world on those conditions Advice Capital Vision Fund focus on identifying companies and
business clusters with unique multi-year structural growth drivers and then invest in these when
growth/profitability/valuation triangulation justifies it. The investment focus in Advice Capital Vision Fund
is on identifying, holding and harvesting multibaggers based on these principles. Good stewardship and
ESG applies to the companies invested in.
The traditional business and inventory cycle still applies, so from period to period growth and inflation will
change. In a world with evermore data and analytics the efficiency of eco systems will likely reduce the
magnitude of economic swings as end-to-end value chains reduce slack and inefficiency. Risks of financial
mis-allocation of capital is the same
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This document and its contents is for informational
and educational purposes and should not be
considered investment advice

There’s no warranty for accuracy, completeness or
timeliness in the information. As such there’s no
liability for errors, omissions, misuse or
misinterpretation of any information contained in
the document

Disclaimer
It is subject to business confidentiality and may not
be made accessible or handed out to third parties
without the consent of the Nordic Investment
Partner

Violations of the provisions of business
confidentiality may result in sanctions being
imposed
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